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Learning Anatomy: 3D Visualization
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Key Contribution

Capture user Motion

Visualize Muscles & Muscle Activation

Improve Learning Process
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User-Specific 3D Anatomical Model

Augmented Reality: Interaction

Capture and Identification

Validation of the Embodiment Theory

Anatomy Knowledge Database

LBA
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**Pipeline**

1. **User Tracking**
2. **User Calibration**
3. **Motion & Muscle Activation**
4. **Visual Feedback**

- Muscle Activation Experimental Data
Pipeline
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User Tracking → User Calibration → Motion & Muscle Activation → Visual Feedback

Muscle Activation
Experimental Data
User Tracking
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Pipeline

User Tracking → User Calibration → Motion & Muscle Activation → Visual Feedback

Muscle Activation
Experimental Data
Right Leg: Flexion/Extension cycle in no-load conditions

Healthy subject:
- 48 years old
- 186 cm
- 77 kg
Intersegmental angles were calculated at ankle, knee and hip joints.
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Motion and Muscular Validation
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Flexion

Extension
Visualization of Activation
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Pipeline

User Tracking → User Calibration → Motion & Muscle Activation → Visual Feedback

Muscle Activation Experimental Data
Results
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Purpose: Ease the Learning Process of the *lower limb* musculoskeletal system.

Muscular Activity is essentially studied by:
- Physiotherapy Students
- Medical Students

*Same knowledge* but different *level of details*

Requirements: Osteology and Arthrology of lower limb

Lesson:
1- Explain the lower limb movement
2- During motion: show bones *name, joint*
3- During motion: show a muscle *name, morphology, function, insertion, and innervation*
4- During motion: show region of muscles *name, function and distribution*

5- Same movement with different Velocities
Conclusion:

- **Validate** the theory of **Embodiment**
- Innovative Aplication: **Visualization** of Human Body **Kinetics**
- Displaying Muscle Activation

With accurate **anatomically-based models** and **realistic motion** **learning anatomy** will be eased

**Future Work:**

- **AR Visual Feedback**
- **Improve** the **avatar personalization** to **reinforce embodiment**
- **Visualize** information on **other limbs motions**
- **Automatically detect** the **user motion** and **deliver knowledge accordingly**
Thank you for your attention!
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